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Digital crisis in the refugee migrant age
Ibraheem Juburi

London

“

W

hen we don’t
have Viber, we
use WhatsApp.
When
WhatsApp
stops
working, we use Messenger” says
a Syrian refugee going by the alias
Raed. But his words could be a common refrain of many fellow refugee
migrants.
For them, a smartphone is not a
display of prosperity but an essential tool for survival. A recent study,
however, suggests that digital care
for displaced persons is dangerously limited.
Mapping Refugee Media Journeys,
a report released in May by the
Open University in London, shows
that carrying a smartphone can be a
problem as well as a blessing without the right corresponding digital
aid.

For migrants, a
smartphone is not a
display of prosperity
but an essential tool
for survival.
“Digital care is about the affordances of the technology: The
resource and its provision of timely
news and information,” says Margie Cheesman, one of the leading
researchers of the report.
Two of the main problems migrants deal with are limited access
to sustainable information and
their distrust of conventional news
outlets.
It is via chats with fellow migrants on Facebook and WhatsApp
that most seek advice.
A 19-year-old Syrian recently
having arrived in German said in
an interview with The Arab Weekly: “I mainly used WhatsApp and
Facebook. Advice from my family
and friends — [they are] more use-

ful than the news. It helped me
find safe passage and keep in touch
with my parents back home. Especially when I knew I could go days
without internet connection sometimes.”
The Mapping Refugee report echoes the Syrian’s thoughts. “[News]
organisations and government
agencies are shying away from
fulfilling their responsibilities [of
supplying valuable information to
migrants] for fear of being seen to
facilitate refugees coming to Europe,” the report said.
Lucas Burghardt, who spent four
months volunteering at the Macedonian-Greek border, discussed the
challenges: “It takes time to open
an information tent, install a generator, set up WI-FI so people could
start their application process and
learn their rights.
“Legal info is different in every
country. In Germany, it’s different
by state. The only thing the info
tents could do was show them their
options… You can’t tell them necessarily what’s going to happen when
they get to Germany.”
The perils of being smartphonewielding migrants often lie in two
realms: The obvious physical risks
such as theft and the traceable
digital footprints that they leave
behind. Traceability in itself is not
necessarily a bad thing: Real-time
data tracking has sped up service
responses and allowed friends and
relatives to aid migrants in forging
safe passage through a minefield of
adversity.
However, extremists and smugglers are often equally tech-savvy
and are capable of spinning the tables of digital prowess to suit their
own interests.
“People are being persecuted for
their religion, and they’re paranoid
and afraid of people in extremist
groups and other non-state actors,
as well as state actors. Anonymity
can be essential,” Cheesman said.
Migrants interviewed for the
report echoed that view, voicing
fear at the repercussions of film-

A September 2015 file picture shows a Syrian woman using her cell phone as she carries her passport
in a waterproof bag after her arrival on a ferry from the Greek island of Lesbos at the Athens’ port of
Piraeus.
ing distressing events. Raed said:
“You, as a guy in Syria, using your
camera and filming what’s happening, you’re risking your life and a lot
died because of it”. He went on to
say that “Daesh (an Arabic acronym
for the Islamic State) went to Turkey and executed them [dissenters]… The same goes for the Syrian regime, if you film something
against it, you disappear; many
people disappeared.”
Upon arrival in Europe, gaps in
information persist. Another Syrian law graduate, alias Abdel Kader,
emphasised these grievances: “We
are reborn now. We want to know
everything on this country: Studies, work, driving licence, transpor-

tation card… metro, buses, touristic
places.”
Raed proposed in the report that
what was needed was an app that
“contains some laws concerning
foreigners, immigrants and refugees; the social organisations…,
health, insurance; what are the
required documents to register to
organisations and insurance; what
are the services they provide.”
This is not to say that coders and
app companies have all been asleep
at the wheel. InfoAid is a mobile app
developed by a couple in Hungary
that provides users with information about medical care, transport,
and common national practices.
Refugermany emerged from an ap-

plication development competition
and supplies similar services to migrants arriving in Germany. Where2Help is the Austrian equivalent.
Despite these efforts, the research suggests that quick tech
fixes such as these may not be sufficient.
As Cheesman put it: “[Technology] must go hand in hand with
sustainable on-the-ground support, such as old-fashioned paperdistributed information. What we
need are bottom-up ways of integrating real life with the digital,
which is also arguably real life.”
Ibraheem Juburi is an intern with
The Arab Weekly.

Syrian children working to survive in Turkey
Dasha Afanasieva

Istanbul

M

una Awwal wants to
go to school but she
needs to go to work.
Muna says she is 10
years old. Nine, corrects her father, Mahmud, as they
sit in the family’s second-floor flat
in Istanbul’s textile district. Muna
and her family arrived in Turkey
from Syria in 2013.
For the past few weeks she has
helped her father and 13-year-old
brother, Muhamed, in a basement
they rent, making cheap tops,
dresses and T-shirts for other textile suppliers. Her father said some
of the clothes are sold in Europe.
The family is from the city of
Aleppo and fled fighting in May
2013, he said. He shoos his children
out of the room and settles on the
carpeted floor. Now, he said, he relies on three of his five children to
get by.

Turkey houses more
refugees than any
other country: 2.73
million of them
Syrians, more than
half of whom are under
18.
The Awwal family’s situation is
not unusual. It adds to questions
about how safe Turkey is for families fleeing war.
“It’s not normal at all to make
my child work — with me or with
anyone else,” Mahmud Awwal said
in June. “It’s not good but we have
no other choice. It’s very common

here in Turkey.”
Over a few days in April and May,
Reuters journalists met with 13 Syrian children in three Turkish cities
who said they have jobs making
clothes or shoes, even though Turkey bans children under 15 from
working. Another four who were
older than 15 said they worked up
to 15 hours a day, six days a week,
despite a law that says those up to
17 can only work 40 hours weekly.
Dozens more children who were
working were unwilling to talk.
In March, Brussels and Ankara
agreed a deal that allows Europe to
send back to Turkey migrants who
went through the country on their
way to Europe.
In April, European Council President Donald Tusk called Turkey
“the best example in the entire
world of how to treat refugees”.
The United States is not so sure.
Turkey’s “efforts to protect the
growing and highly vulnerable
refugee and migrant communities
in the country remain inadequate,”
the US State Department said in a
July report.
Groups such as Amnesty International have documented Syrians
being shot at by Turkish border
guards as they tried to cross into
Turkey, living in squalor or deported back into the fighting.
Turkey houses more refugees
than any other country: 2.73 million
of them Syrians, more than half of
whom are under 18. Ankara said
it has spent more than $10 billion
helping refugees. It does not recognise them as refugees but, at least
on paper, it does offer protection,
including free education and basic
healthcare to those who register.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has said some Syrians may

Syrian refugees, including children, work at a clothing workshop
in Gaziantep, south-eastern Turkey.
even win Turkish citizenship.
Stephanie Gee, a fellow at Human
Rights Watch, said Europe is “woefully ignoring” the problem of protecting children: “Unless Turkey
can ensure that Syrian kids go to
school, I think the whole question
of effective protection is moot.”
An official in Erdogan’s office said
it is the West that should do more.
“Turkey is safer for refugees than
any other country,” he said.
On balance, cheap refugee workers are more of a bonus than a

burden for Turkey, said economist
Harun Ozturkler of the Centre for
Middle Eastern Strategic Studies in
Ankara. They boost profits that lead
to new investment.
Until this year, Syrians were not
entitled to work permits, so they
worked informally. Ankara started
to issue permits in January but
a government official said only a
few people have qualified because
workers either need to be selfemployed or obtain the support of
their boss to apply.

The Awwal family lives and
works in Zeytinburnu, an industrial district of multistorey concrete
apartment blocks in Istanbul. Textile workshops and outlets sit at
street level.
In Awwal’s basement, Muna
helps carry fabric between seamsters. Her brother Muhamed works
on the machines. The children work
11-hour days, Mahmud Awwal said.
He does not pay them.
Awwal got a temporary protection card soon after he arrived in
2013, he said. At first, he subcontracted work from a Turkish man
and tried to send the children to
school but he could not sign them
up because he did not have papers
to prove where he lived.
Then the Turkish worker shortchanged him. His son Muhamed
started work at another sweatshop
for about $60 a week but, after
some weeks, the boy’s boss would
halve his pay so Awwal took on his
own son and tried to stick with fellow Syrians.
His eldest son, Mustafa, who is
15, found a job with a Kurd called
Dogan. When there are enough orders to work every day, the boy’s
$100-a-week wage covers the family rent.
Dogan also helped Awwal, introducing him to a middleman, “so
now we are both doing different orders for the same brands”. If there
are enough orders, Awwal and his
children make about $800 a month
from the family workshop.
A Turkish government official
said: “Relevant ministries have already been working on this issue,
and have punished the slightest
abuse.”
(Reuters)

